
Bomb Shelter alternatives for challenging areas 

The purpose of this document is to explore specific challenges in building safe, effective bomb shelters in the Hard and 
Harder to Reach areas in Ukraine. 

Please note that the author is not an engineer, and has relied on the published and unpublished work of engineers and 
construction experts.  Ultimate feasibility should be thoroughly vetted through technical experts.  The purpose of this 
document is to outline the challenges and initiate the development of potential solutions. 

Geographic and Logistic Challenges specific to Ukrainian ‘Hard to Reach’ and ‘Harder to Reach’ areas 

Many of the front line areas in Ukraine happen to be in lower topographies and have a great deal of surface water in the 
form of rivers, lakes, etc.  Therefore the water table in these areas will be closer to the surface.  This will make ‘digging 
in’ a traditional bomb shelter, a more costly and possibly impractical solution as the structure would be prone to all the 
hazards related to water seepage.  

 
Figure 1: Ukraine Topographical Map   Figure 2: Topographical Map with overlay of LiveUA Data 

Any shelter that requires the use of heavy equipment or material transport on large (semi) trucks, will encounter 
bombed out roads and bridges in these areas.  Creating another challenge for installing ‘traditional’ bomb shelters. 

Table of Primary Constraints, based on local conditions: 

Constraints Work Arounds 
Site cannot “dig in” shelters  Above ground shelters or Shelter within a Shelter solutions 
Bad roads ‘Right Sized’ Materials for smaller transportation options 

Locally sourced Materials 
Lack of local construction skills/capacity “Kit” solutions that can be assembled onsite 
 

Potential Complementary Technologies: Anderson Shelters + Straw Bale Construction Techniques 

At this time, there do not appear to be any commercially available single solutions for ‘above ground’ or ‘shelter within 
shelter’ options.  However, by combining some solutions that ARE available temporary shelters may be practical. 

According to written sources, the effectiveness of the Anderson Shelters was due to the soil buffer around and over the 
corrugated steel structure.  Therefore, a mount or layers of strawbales stacked around the structure could, theoretically 
provide an equivalent level of protection, if built above ground. 



                                       

Building the safety shelter, within and APPROPRIATE existing structure could increase the efficacy. 

All of the materials required for such a construction are transportable in smaller vehicles and, with the exception of the 
Anderson Shelter kit, available within the same or neighboring oblast.  Straw Bales, Pallets and Tarps are readily 
available in most Oblasts and advertised on OLX. (Kherson/Straw Bale Filter: https://www.olx.ua/d/khe/q-
%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%B0-%D0%B2-%D1%82%D1%8E%D0%BA%D0%B0%D1%85/ ) 

Depending on the installation, protecting the bales from moisture would also need to be considered. 

Appropriate ‘anchoring foundation’ options may also need to be explored.  Anchoring to the pallet structure outlined in 
the “Emergency Straw Bale Shelter” instructions might be adequate, given the additional weight of the straw bales on 
the structure. 

Primary Written Resources: 

‘Directions for the erection and sinking of the galvanised corrugated steel shelter’ Home Office February 1939 
https://andersonshelters.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/anderson_shelter_construction_instructions.pdf  

“The Design of Bomb Shelters” by Paul Newman Gillett.  Department of Civil Engineering, University of Michigan in 1943.  
https://d.lib.msu.edu/etd/9892 

“Upgrading Basements for Combined Nuclear Weapons Effects: Expedient Options” Stanford Research Institute 1976 
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA030762.pdf  

“Straw Bale Emergency Shelter” , Owen Geiger 2009 https://strawbaleplans.wordpress.com/2009/03/08/straw-bale-
emergency-shelter/ .. 

The following are some applicable clips from “The Design of Bomb Shelters” which might be especially helpful. 

 



 

 

 

 


